
The EV Drive Coalition’s mission is to ensure American global leadership in the electric vehicle space through smart 
policymaking. A robust electric vehicle U.S. market will create jobs, reduce the impacts of climate change, clean up our air 
and lungs, and increase our national security.  
  
The coalition is comprised of industry leaders who are working to protect the nearly quarter million jobs the industry 
already supports and ensure a flourishing, global-leading U.S. EV market for the future.   
  
Why should we be doing all we can to support EVs? 
  
Climate Change: EVs are best positioned eliminate global warming emissions in the transportation sector--the #1 
source of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.  

● According to the NOAA, climate change and extreme weather have cost the U.S. economy 
nearly $500B over the last 5 years, and that number is only expected to grow1.  

● The transportation sector accounts for the largest portion of national GHG emissions 
(30%), and EVs are the best technology on the market that can reduce our carbon 
footprint at the speed and scale necessary.  

● The Department of Energy estimates that EV carbon pollution is 60% lower than that of 
gasoline-powered cars. Even in a state like Wyoming, which gets 96% of its electricity from 
coal, EV carbon emissions are still 17% lower than gasoline-powered cars2. 

  
National Security: EVs provide U.S. economic security by decreasing dependence on volatile international oil markets.  

● EVs inoculate Americans from unstable and volatile international oil markets by utilizing home-grown electricity 
to generate power for our vehicles.  

● Diversifying and reducing the need for foreign oil will finally delink U.S. national security interests from the 
unstable oil producing regions of the world. 

● Achieving energy economic independence is vital to ensuring the stability of the U.S. economy and puts more 
dollars back into growing our domestic manufacturing and local economies.  

  
Economy & Jobs: EVs provide stable and high-wage manufacturing jobs in the U.S that are “future-proof” as the global 
economy transitions to clean energy.  

● In 2018, EVs had their best year ever in the U.S., with over 350,000 units sold, an 81% increase over 20173.  
● The U.S. EV sector currently supports 250,000 American jobs . That number will only increase as auto 

manufacturers continue to develop and release new EV cars4. More than 40 new 
EV models hit the streets in the next few years at all different price points.  

● EVs are key to U.S. manufacturing growth across the supply chain and will provide 
high-wage jobs into the future, if the U.S. continues to lead the market.  

● The U.S. is at risk of falling behind overseas competitors such as China and Korea. 
Having recognized the massive demand and the market’s long-term potential, 
these governments and foreign manufacturers are working hand-in-hand to 
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dominate global industry, leaving us at risk of ceding the profound benefits of a thriving EV industry to others.  
● The key technologies that enable EVs and the broader industry were originally developed by the United States. 

We must ensure that we continue to be a manufacturing leader of this industry so that American workers and 
consumers continue to benefit from our investments.  

  
Public Health: EVs improve air quality and public health for American families and communities.  

● EVs reduce air pollution in communities across the country which will help reduce asthma, stunted lung growth 
in children, heart and lung disease, and premature death. 

● Low-income communities live on the frontlines of air pollution and are disproportionately affected by 
preventable health risks. The fastest and best ways to reduce pollution and improve public health is to rapidly 
increase the number of EVs on the road.   

● According to the American Lung Association, each tank of gas saved by converting to an EV, will save society 
about $20 in public health and environmental costs5. 

  
Affordability: EVs are affordable and easy to own.  

● EVs are already more affordable than internal combustion engine vehicles over their lifetime due to lower fuel 
and maintenance costs and are quickly closing the gap on upfront costs. 
Incentives work to close that gap and put Americans in EVs in greater 
numbers. 

● According to the Union of Concerned Scientists, an EV driver could save nearly 
$13,000 on fuel costs and use 6,100 fewer gallons of gasoline over the life of 
the vehicle relative to today’s average compact gasoline car6. 

● EV owners can charge at their home or office for the vast majority of their 
needs and fast charging allows easy and comfortable road trips like any 
traditional car. 

● Electric charging is equivalent to about $1 per gallon of gas in most of the 
country and electricity prices do not jump the way gasoline prices often do. An EV owner can be assured their car 
won’t suddenly become a burden on their wallets, unlike traditional gasoline powered vehicles.  
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